OUR FILMS DELIVER
Clearpak has long been recognized as the premier company for quality, performance,
and service, and we are proud to offer an outstanding portfolio of packaging products
that meet our customers’ sustainability needs.

SUSTAINABILITY IS KEY TO OUR FUTURE
Sustainability is not only good for the planet, it makes good business sense. It requires
an all-encompassing commitment to doing business in ways that are considerate of the
environment and the neighbourhoods where we live, work, and raise our families.

EMBEDDING SUSTAINABILITY IN OUR
COMPANY CULTURE
As a leading global manufacturer of quality folding cartons for packaging
and printing/specialty applications, we embrace sustainability and believe
that sustainable business practices are essential to the well-being of future generations.
Our sustainability commitment covers all three components of sustainability –
environmental protection, social responsibility and economic development.

SUSTAINABILITY IS NOT A ONE-SIZE-FITSALL PROPOSITION
We believe in offering customers the broadest range of high-performance materials to
meet their requirements for
•

optimum product integrity

•

environmental responsibility

•

reasonable cost

DEDICATED TO SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
PRACTICES
As a conscientious steward of our environment, Clearpak applies the best available
techniques and practices, we source materials responsibly, minimize resource
depletion, and optimize process efficiency. Responsible management ensures the
lowest possible emissions, energy use, wastewater, and waste material. Our employees
work in a safe and secure environment, and we offer opportunities for skill development
and advancement. We are committed to maintaining the highest standards of business
conduct and corporate governance practices.

INNOVATING TO MEET MARKET NEEDS
We believe it is our obligation to drive sustainability
practices in the packaging industry. That’s why we will
always innovate to meet market needs and continuously
improve manufacturing excellence. Our full range of
specially formulated films includes:
•

materials that minimize energy, water consumption
and CO2 emissions
•

recycled content that helps conserve resources,
minimize energy and CO2 and reduce waste materials to landfill
•

renewable content to help minimize fossil fuel depletion

•

resins suitable for down-gauging that create savings on transportation and
material costs and reduce environmental impact

•

resins compatible with existing recycling streams
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